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Abstract
Digital libraries have played a very important role in pre-

serving the cultural heritage be it medieval manuscripts, audio
material or paintings. Currently, standard manual techniques ex-
ist to analyze medieval manuscripts. Analysis performed in this
way is very tedious and labor intensive which restricts the number
of medieval manuscripts that can be analyzed. Digital methods,
tools and techniques are reaching its technological limits due to
lack of visual interfaces.

This paper presents a visualization concept called Codi-
Vis to facilitate explorations of co-relations in the abstract fea-
ture space of large sets of digitized medieval manuscripts. As a
starting point, CodiVis uses the medieval manuscripts digitized
within the scope of the project "Virtual Scriptorium St. Matthias".
It combines two visualization techniques in order to overcome
the shortcomings of the single visualization technique. In the
first technique, manuscripts are clustered according to the bib-
liographic metadata and represented in radial tree. This gives
a quick overview of the whole dataset. In the second technique,
bibliographic metadata is further linked to the macro- and micro-
structural layout features in the parallel coordinate view. Interac-
tive changes in radial tree are automatically reflected in the par-
allel coordinate view. The proposed visualization concept shows
the potential of analysis by enabling quick exploration of big hu-
manities data. Furthermore, the evaluation tests and feedback
from humanities scholars and other users showed that CodiVis is
capable of identifying co-relations in arts and humanities.

Introduction
During the last years, digital libraries have played a very

important role in preserving the cultural heritage be it medieval
manuscripts, audio material, paintings etc. The major challenge
lies in addressing some of the fundamental questions as "How to
facilitate the exploration of cultural heritage"?, "How can the tra-
ditional skills used by humanities scholars be reshaped into digital
world"? [1]. The heterogeneous nature and size of the humanities
data and the need to analyze such large data sets is the main chal-
lenge for arts and humanities. Currently, standard manual tech-
niques exist to analyze medieval manuscripts for example, ana-
lyzing the size of the text space which is changing throughout the
manuscript. As the humanities get more and more data intensive
the research becomes considerably hindered. Analysis performed
in this way is very tedious and labor intensive which restricts the
number of medieval manuscripts that can be analyzed. Digital
methods, tools and techniques are also reaching their technologi-
cal limits due to lack of visual interfaces.

Information Visualization [2] has the potential of overcom-
ing the challenges of manual analysis methods for humanities

scholars. It focuses mainly on abstract information. Information
visualization, at its core, have two main components: represen-
tation and interaction [2]. The representation component, whose
roots lie in the field of computer graphics, concerns the mapping
from data to representation. The interaction component involves
dialog between the user and system as the user explores the data
to uncover insights. Without interaction, an InfoVis technique be-
comes static. Thus, usefulness becomes more limited as the data
set that they represent grows larger with static images. A key re-
search challenge is to discover a visualization technique for digital
humanities such that analysis of humanities data becomes easier
and enables research on large data sets. It should enable humani-
ties scholars to get the information they want, make sense of that
information, determine co-relations in the data and to reach deci-
sions in short period of time.

In this context, a concept of visualization framework called
CodiVis is presented to analyze the layout features like page size,
written space and pictorial space as shown in Figure 1. Codi-
Vis is part of the BMBF-funded project "eCodicology" [3] which
aims to establish a workflow for automatic identification and anal-
ysis of macro- and micro-structural layout features of medieval
manuscripts.

Requirements and Related Work
In order to design the visualization framework for analysis

of medieval manuscripts multidimensional data and to determine
the co-relations in large datasets of manuscripts the following re-
quirements should be met

1. extract important variables
2. detect various outliers
3. discover underlying structure
In principle, it is feasible to use existing well established vi-

sualization techniques for the representation of multidimensional
data. Over the years the visualization community has researched
and developed various techniques suitable for specific data and
information types.

Palladio [4] is a web-based visualization tool for complex
humanities data. It is a package that includes number of tools,
each of which allows to get different angle on same data. One
big limitation of Palladio is that it is not able to analyze large
datasets. Analyzing with simple charts like pie charts, bar charts
is not possible.

The most common visualization techniques like Scatterplot
matrices [5] combines all combination pairs of all dimensions and
organize them by matrix. Parallel coordinates [6] maps the k-
dimensional space onto the two dimensional display by using k
equidistant axes which are parallel to one of the display axes. The
axes corresponding to the dimensions are linearly scaled from
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Figure 1. Examples from medieval manuscripts showing various layout

features page size, written space, pictorial space.

minimum to the maximum value of the corresponding informa-
tion. Each data item is presented as a polygon line intersecting
each of the axes at that point.

Another class of visual exploration technique are iconic dis-
plays [6] like stick figure icons, star icons. They basically map
attribute values of the multi-dimensional data item to the features
of the icon. Dense pixel display [6] like circle segment technique
maps each dimension value to a colored pixel and groups the pix-
els belonging to each dimension in adjacent areas.

Interaction techniques like brushing and linking [7] helps the
data analyst to directly interact with visualizations and dynami-
cally change the visualization according to exploratory objectives.
The idea of brushing and linking is to combine different visualiza-
tions methods to overcome the shortcomings of single techniques.

Fua et al. [8] supported hierarchical clustering using ex-
tended parallel coordinates. They developed a multiresolutional
view of the data via hierarchical clustering, and use a variation
on parallel coordinates to convey aggregation information for the
resulting clusters. Users can navigate the resulting structure until
the desired focus region and level of detail is reached. Lex et al.[9]
proposed focus and context visualization for clustering biomolec-
ular data. The main goal of this work was to support experts in the
process of hypotheses generation concerning the roles of genes in
diseases. They employed two different multiple-view approaches.
But, their approach is limited to particular dataset.

These methods do not provide expected results when ap-
plied to high dimensional medieval manuscripts data with hetero-
geneous layout structures. These methods are not able to detect

outliers, extract important variables and answer other humanistic
research questions. The user can only upload data which is similar
to the standard patterns accepted by these methods. The usage of
existing techniques alone is not an option for humanities data as
above mentioned requirements are not met. Thus, a new method-
ology has been specified namely CodiVis which is presented in
the following chapter.

Overview of CodiVis
The basic idea is to design a visualization framework for an-

alyzing and determining co-relations in the abstract feature space
of large sets of medieval manuscripts. We designed a framework
which comprises three main stages as detailed below and illus-
trated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Workflow of visualization framework

Stage 1: Data Handling
The first stage deals with uploading and downloading of the

data from data repositories. It consists of two steps described as
follows:

Data Ingest
This step uploads a library stock of roughly 440 medieval

manuscripts, mostly written between eighth and sixteenth cen-
tury and collected in the library of the Benedictine Abbey of St.
Matthias in Trier (Germany), into data repositories. These me-
dieval manuscripts were digitized and enriched with bibliographic
metadata within the scope of the project “Virtual Scriptorium St.
Matthias”.The image data and metadata can be accessed from the
project homepage (http://stmatthias.uni-trier.de) using a user ap-
plication called DFG-Viewer [10]. The St. Matthias data is in-
gested into the so called CodiStore repository using the service
stack of the data repository software KIT Data Manager[11]. The
data is ingested in order to manage and allow data intensive com-
puting.

Data Access
This is the second step under data handling which allows

to access the St. Matthias database from CodiStore for further
processing and analyzing the image data. The data can be easily
downloaded using services of KIT Data Manager.

Stage 2: Extraction of Manuscript Layout Fea-
tures

The second stage is to extract the layout features of the me-
dieval manuscripts with the help of image processing methods.
SWATI (Software Workflow for the Automatic Tagging of the
Medieval Manuscript Images) [12] is used to extract various lay-
out features shown in Table 1.
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The stage also involves extraction of bibliographic metadata
from TEI [13] file shown in Table 2. It was added during digi-
tization of manuscripts. TEI is a collectively developed standard
for the representation and encoding of texts in the digital form. It
is widely used in the field of digital humanities to store informa-
tion about any kind of textual data. For this a TEI P5-conformant
ODD-based metadata schema has been designed that allows to
store metrical data in the manuscript description. ODD - which
stands for One Document Does It All - files can be converted eas-
ily into various XML schema languages by using a tool developed
for generating customization for TEI called ROMA [14].

Stage 3: Visualization
The third stage helps to find co-relations between bigger

group of manuscripts. Bibliographic metadata is taken in combi-
nation with automatically detected layout features. This combina-
tion is visualized using radial tree and linked parallel coordinates
which is described in following subsections:

Table 1: Layout features of the medieval manuscripts ex-
tracted by SWATI

S.No Features
1. Number of Pages
2. Mean Color Value
3. Page Width
4. Page Height
5. Upper Left Corner Coordinates of Page
6. Relative Measurements of the Page
7. Text Width
8. Text Height
9. Text Areas
10. Upper Left Corner Coordinates of Text
11. Relative Measurements of the Text
12. Pictorial Width
13. Pictorial Height
14. Number of Pictorial Areas
15. Upper Left Corner Coordinates of Pictures
16. Relative Measurements of the Pictures

Table 2: Bibliographic metadata of the medieval manuscripts

S.No Bibliographic
metadata

Values

1. Format 2°, 4°, 8°, 12°, 16°
2. Material Paper, Parchment, Both,

None
3. Century 8 AD., 9 AD., 10 AD., 11

AD., 12 AD., 13 AD., 14
AD., 15 AD., 16 AD.,

Radial Tree to Overview Bibliographic Metadata
Various hierarchical levels of bibliographic metadata is rep-

resented by radial tree [15] as shown in Figure 3. The radial tree
is a node-link tree with transformations in polar coordinates. This

visualization technique is a better usage of space if few hierar-
chy levels and many bottom nodes exist. From the bibliographic
metadata shown in Table 2, "Century" is taken and represented in
the radial tree as the first prototype of visualization metaphor. The
cluster hierarchy is also used for color assignment. Keeping color
blindness of some users in mind, white color is used for the nodes
belonging to top and root level. The nodes at the bottom level
of hierarchy are assigned different colors with varying brightness
using a qualitative color map. Different colors help to distinguish
between classes of items and increase the appeal of the visualiza-
tion.

Parallel Coordinates
Various layout features extracted by SWATI workflow are

represented using parallel coordinates [15]. It is a way of visual-
izing high dimensional data and analyzing multivariate data. The
bibliographic metadata from TEI file is represented in radial tree
and corresponding layout features are represented in parallel co-
ordinates. Here page height, page width and text areas are se-
lected as the sample features out of 16 features shown in Table
1 to be represented in parallel coordinates. These layout features
are mapped onto a vertical axis and each data value from CSV file
is represented along a line. It is scaled to lie between minimum
and maximum at the top. A pure collection of points would not be
useful, so the points belonging to the same record are connected
with lines. This creates a characteristic jumble of lines which par-
allel coordinates are famous for. The color assignment is done
similarly as in the radial tree.

Tableview
In the table view, each row and column of the CSV file is

represented in this prototype. This table view is linked to both
radial tree and parallel coordinate.

Brushing and Linking in Radial tree, Parallel Coordi-
nates and Tableview

Two kinds of brushes are provided for analyzing the me-
dieval manuscripts data and exploring the co-relations for exam-
ple, determining similar manuscripts and their corresponding fea-
tures or detecting outliers and improbable information.

1. Polar brush: Users can brush in polar coordinates and
select different nodes which either represent manuscripts at the
bottom level of hierarchy or a cluster of manuscripts at the top
level of hierarchy as shown in Figure 4. When users brush vari-
ous nodes of the radial tree, corresponding data gets automatically
reflected in the parallel coordinate view and the table view.

2. Vertical axis brush: Users can brush any of the vertical
axis of the parallel coordinate view. When user brushes on vertical
axis, corresponding line in parallel coordinate and node in radial
tree gets highlighted.

A table is linked to both radial tree and parallel coordinates.
Users can mouseover each row in the table and link the corre-
sponding line in parallel coordinates and node in radial tree.

Results and Evaluation
For the first evaluation of CodiVis prototype 20 participants

of different age groups and from different backgrounds like hu-
manities, medical sciences, physics, electrical engineering, fi-
nances were asked to participate in the evaluation. Firstly, Co-
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Figure 3. This figure shows a radial tree view on left side which represents century of the manuscripts and the corresponding layout features are represented

in parallel coordinate view on the right side

Figure 4. This figure shows application of polar brush in radial tree and automatic reflections in parallel coordinate view and table view

diVis was explained in detail to the participants followed by a live
demonstration. Afterwards, prototype was provided to the partic-
ipants to see and interact with. These participants used Firefox as
a web browser. Screen resolution was set to 1920*1280. Then we
asked the participants to define the difficulty level and to grade
the techniques used according to usefulness and usability.

User Tasks

User tasks are divided into simple and complex category i.e.
primary user tasks and secondary user tasks. These tasks are de-
scribed in detail as follows:

Primary User Tasks
In primary user tasks, firstly CodiVis and various interac-

tion techniques like brushing and linking are described in detail.
We worked through two sample questions to make the partici-
pants comfortable with various interaction techniques. After that
the prototype was given to each participant with 10 analytical
questions to answer. These analytical questions were made with
help of humanities scholars. Some examples of these analytical
questions are 1) Which are the manuscripts with largest page size
(Width, Height, Area)? 2) Which are the manuscripts with small-
est page size (Width, Height, Area)? 3) Which manuscript has
maximum and minimum number of pages? 4) Which manuscript
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has largest and smallest text area? 5) In which era were the maxi-
mum number of manuscripts written?

Participants used brushing and linking technique to explore
the co-relations in medieval manuscripts data sets. They appre-
ciated the combination of two visualization techniques as now it
was possible to get an overview of the whole dataset on the one
hand and simultaneously get the details on the other hand. The
majority of participants solved the primary user task correctly as
shown in Figure 5. 8 out of 10 questions were answered correctly
by 80-100 percent of the participants.

Figure 5. Evaluation based on primary tasks

Secondary User Tasks
In secondary user tasks, participants were asked to solve var-

ious activities as follows:

• Finding outliers and improbable information: In this
task, participants needed to find examples of improbable in-
formation. As each of the medieval manuscripts is different
with respect to color, shape and size, automatic layout ex-
traction can produce unwanted or improbable results. The
participants were asked to find such errors and their corre-
sponding information. Participants determined many out-
liers in 10th and 11th century. In principle, statistical analy-
sis is widely used for outlier detection but evaluation showed
that it is also possible to detect outliers with CodiVis.

• Finding similar type of medieval manuscripts and their
corresponding information: The participants were asked
to provide an overview of similar manuscripts and to iden-
tify the corresponding information. The participants inter-
acted with CodiVis to generate radial tree according to "cen-
turies of the manuscripts" to provide an overview of the
whole dataset. All the different centuries were listed and
represented in top level hierarchy and at the bottom level all
the similar manuscripts were grouped and linked to corre-
sponding top level hierarchy. After clustering the similarity
of the manuscripts was easily studied.

• Determining the effect of various features on analysis:
The participants were asked to determine the effect of var-
ious features. They were asked to sort out most influential
of all the considered features. To determine the effect of
various features participants studied different clusters of ra-
dial tree and linked parallel coordinates. They learned that
manuscripts belonging to 9th century have the highest aver-
age page area but the smallest text area. Thus, page area
and the text area are the most influential features of the
manuscripts belonging to 9th century.

Participants solved the first secondary task by exploring var-
ious radial tree generated according to selected bibliographic

metadata and their corresponding information in parallel coordi-
nate view. They were able to provide an overview with bird’s eye
view.

They also solved the secondary user task 2 while solving
the user task 1. For finding the effect of various features, they
explored the clusters which covered largest or smallest feature
space.

Figure 6 shows that majority (60-80 percent) of the partic-
ipants were able to solve this task. 20-40 percent of the inex-
perienced participants shared the opinion, that solving secondary
tasks would require much more time and understanding of the
data.

Figure 6. Evaluation based on secondary tasks

Overall feedback from participants
The participants liked the use of brushing and linking and

other interaction techniques to combine radial tree and parallel
coordinates. They saw the approach as very intuitive way to facil-
itate the exploration and visualization of cultural heritage. Using
such ways of visualizing large data sets, traditional skills used by
humanities scholars to analyze the humanities data can be over-
comed. A small reaction test was taken in order to evaluate the
appearance and functionality of CodiVis. As shown in Figure 7,
reaction test consisted of set of certain adjectives describing the
visualization. Results show that 80-90 percent of the participants
found the visualization technique efficient, useful, fun and intu-
itive.

Figure 7. Results of reaction test

Conclusions and Future Scope
This paper presents a novel approach for the visualization of

multidimensional datasets of digitized medieval manuscripts i.e
CodiVis. It shows great potential for exploring co-relations be-
tween many manuscripts. CodiVis combines two different visual-
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ization techniques in order to overcome the shortcomings of sin-
gle techniques. Interactive changes made in one visualization are
automatically reflected in the second visualization. It uses radial
tree to provide an overview and to avoid visual clutter. Radial tree
is used to visualize different types of bibliographic metadata of
the manuscripts. Additionally, a linked parallel co-ordinate view
is provided to analyze the manuscripts data in more detail.

Furthermore, the evaluation tests shows that 80-100 percent
of the participants solved the primary and secondary tasks cor-
rectly. CodiVis opened up many new questions for humanities
scholars. This will lead humanities scholars back to digital li-
braries to explain such patterns. Such a visualization framework
is one example to show an ability to answer the fundamental ques-
tions like how to reshape the traditional skills used by humanities
into the digital world. It can help humanities scholars to explore
big humanities data using dynamic components of information vi-
sualization. Participants found the visualization framework use-
ful, attractive and innovative. However, characteristics like visual
exploration of single page is still missing. Considering further re-
search activities, future work will focus on the visualizations to
explore the details of 170,000 pages of medieval manuscripts. Fi-
nally, new humanistic research questions will be explored as the
next step. The visualization framework will be integrated as a
service into eCodicology and DARIAH infrastructure to make it
adaptable for wider range of documents.
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